"The choices we make about
the products we use and how
we operate our businesses
have an impact on our lives
and those of future
generations."
Matthew Wood, CEO and Founder

As a global leader in probiotics-based technology, it is our responsibility to create
products that are environmentally sound. For the last decade, we have worked
diligently to find the best solutions for agriculture, home and garden, livestock,
industrial, and environmental applications. The result? Probiotic solutions
comprised of unmatched microbes.
Made by Nature, for Nature
The key to our success is staying true to our founder’s vision of “harnessing
nature’s ability to restore personal health & the environment™.” Building upon
this powerful foundation, the scientists at SCD Probiotics have taken things one
step further with consortia technology, which allows for microbial co-growth
that enables each strain to interact with each other, creating a small eco system much stronger and capable of working together.
Benefits of Consortia-grown Microbes:
• Superior Effectiveness – Our multi-strain probiotic formulas consistently
outperform single-strain cultures.
• Long-lasting Shelf Life & Stability – Our Mother Cultures have an
impressive shelf-life guarantee of three years. All other products maintain
a minimum shelf life ranging from 12-24 months.
• Broad Temperature & pH Survival Range – Unlike many microbial-based
products, our unopened products do not require refrigeration, which
offers both manufacturers and consumers the freedom to enjoy peace of
mind.

About the Founder
SCD Probiotics was founded by Matthew
Wood in 1998. Since the beginning, he was a
visionary, ahead of his time. With an extensive
background studying the science of beneficial
microorganisms, Matthew has developed an array of
probiotics-based goods. What makes Matthew's story
special is what, or rather who, inspired him to seek a brighter
future.
His interest in a sustainable future was fueled at an early age, when his
mother was diagnosed with Leukemia in 1989. Although she
passed away five years later, Matthew believed that an
important lesson could be learned from her story:
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Probiotic Product
Offerings
We have a broad spectrum of
products available in the following
areas:
• Human Health
• Animal Health
• Home & Garden
• Agriculture & Livestock
• Bioremediation
• Tannery

• Distributor I Wholesaler I Retailer – With volume
discounts on the purchasing of our ready-made
products, you’ll be able to buy and sell in no time.
• Strategic Partnerships – Whether you are
looking for a private-label opportunity or in
need of a custom-tailored ingredient
solution, we have your production
needs covered.

Follow us to learn more about probiotics.

www.SCDProbiotics.com
To learn about partnering with SCD Probiotics,
email customerservice@SCDProbiotics.com.
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